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Shaw's stored information as a quantitative
measure of sequential structure

MARK E. PEVEY, J. J McDOWELL, and ROBERT KESSEL
Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

In this paper, we describe a method to study the sequential structure in interevent times. The
technique uses the stored information of an iterative map developed by Shaw (1984). The stored
information is a quantitative measure of the sequential organization or predictability in data.
This paper discusses the concept of stored information and provides a FORTRAN routine to com
pute the stored information of interevent time data. Several synthetic data sets with known sequen
tial structures are examined. Finally, we present some initial results from computing the stored
information of experimental interresponse time data.

A great deal of work has been done to describe inter
response times (lRTs). Typically, IRTs have been exam
ined mainly byvisual inspection of frequency distribu
tion plots of IRT length. The distributional properties,
however, cannot reveal any sequential structure or order
ing. The quantitative description of any sequential organi
zation in IRTs is an important issue. Such a quantifica
tion of sequential dependencies in IRTs has nevertheless
remained problematic.

While studying water dripping from a faucet, Shaw
(1984) adapted methods of information theory (Shannon,
1948) to develop a quantitative measure of organization
in sequential interdrop times. This measure, called stored
information, is directly applicable to the analysis of se
quential structure in IRTs. Specifically, calculation of the
information stored in a system (Shaw, 1984) provides a
single, quantitative index of the sequential structure of the
system. Although we studied IRTs, and Shaw's original
interest was in interdrop time, one can use stored infor
mation as a measure of sequential structure for any inter
event time data set. This paper briefly discusses the con
cept of stored information and provides a program to
compute the stored information of a data set. Several syn
thetic data sets possessing various sequential structures
are used as examples for calculating stored information.
Stored information is also calculated on several data sets
from real experiments.
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ence Foundation (BNS 8908921). Plots of information stored for pigeons
are based on data sets of Bill Palya's group at JSU. We would like to
thankRamona Kessel and Mike McKinley for their helpful comments
on a draft of this paper. The FORTRAN routine LSTOR2 along with
synthetic data sets with 0 and I bit of stored information are available
as ASCD files from the program archive at Jacksonville State Univer
sity (bitnet: fwlp@jsumus). Requests for reprints may be sent to M. E.
Pevey or J. J McDowell, Department of Psychology, Emory Univer
sity, Atlanta, GA 30322.

INFORMATION THEORY AND
SHAW'S STORED INFORMATION

Information theory arose from Shannon's (1948) con
siderations of communications systems. Shannon focused
on the transmission of messages from a "transmitter" to
a "receiver" by way of a "channel." The top panel of
Figure I shows the basic structure of the analysis. The
messages Shannon studied were strings of symbols from
finite alphabets. As a notation for a symbol from the trans
mitter's alphabet, one commonly uses x, where the prob
ability distribution of the individual symbols' appearing
is given by P(x). A symbol from the alphabet of the
receiver is denoted by y, and the probability distribution
of potential received messages is denoted P(y). The con
ditional probability P(y [x), the probability of receiving
symbol y given that symbolx was sent, describes the prop
erties of the channel. For a perfect communications chan
nel, the correct symbol is received each time a symbol
is transmitted, irrespective of the speed with which the
symbols are sent. A perfect channel is described analyti
cally by the statement that the conditional probability for
receiving the correct symbol is unity and the conditional
probability for any other symbol is zero. At the other ex
treme, a completely useless channel would have no cor
relation between the transmitted and received symbols,
or, within the notation we are using, the conditional prob
ability would be independent of x for all x, so that P(y Ix)
= P(y) for all x and y. If P(x) and P(y) are measured,
then techniques exist to find the channel's characteristics
as described by P( y Ix). Similarly, if P( y Ix) can be found
from the physical properties of the channel, one can com
pute P(y) given P(x). The field has since developed into
a rich intellectual playground by studying how strings of
symbols are affected by the channel, developing a huge
variety of coding methods to correct for channel noise.

It turns out that a useful method to describe the content
of the messages within a communications system is in
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Figure 1. The information transferred in Shannon's original communication system
and Shaw's iterative map for an autonomous nonevolving system. In the upper panel,
a transmitter sends information via a channel to a receiver. In the lower panel, a sys
tem's state at one time is transformed into the system's state at a later time by the sys
tem's dynamics.

The same definition is also applicable to the information
content of a single symbol in the receiver's alphabet as

terms of ' 'information.•• Shannon' s definition for the self
information of a single symbol for the transmitter's al
phabet is

The units of information in both Equation I and Equa
tion 2 are "bits." These self-information values refer to
the statistical properties of the transmitter and receiver.
As symbols pass through the channel, information is trans
ferred. It is important to note that what is being measured
here is the amount of information due to the symbols them
selves as they are passed through the system. Confusion
in using information theory can occur if this distinction
is not made. Information in the context of either Equa
tion 1 or Equation 2 refers only to a quantity, and it must
not be equated with "meaning," "content," or other col
loquial usages of the word information. This point has
been noted by Miller (1953) in his general discussion of
information theory as it relates to psychology. More com
plete introductions to the subject are available from Jones
(1979) or Mansuripur (1987). Because of the wide use
of information theory, multiple sets of terminology exist.
In this paper, we are following Shaw's (1984) terminology.

To get a clearer understanding of the definition for self
information given in Equation I, consider the passage of
a single symbol through the system in the top panel of
Figure 1. The transmitter has generated the symbol Xi.

I(x) = -logzP(x).

I(y) = -logzP(y).

(1)

(2)

The task at hand is to predict what symbol Yi will be seen
by the receiver. If knowledge of P( y Ix) allows a better
prediction for Yi than is possible from P(y) alone, then
the number of possible outcomes have been reduced. In
other words, something about the symbol sent by the
transmitter has moved through the channel to the receiver.
Formally, Shannon's analysis expresses the transfer
through the channel as the "mutual information"

I(ylx) = -logzp(Ylx). (3)

The information given by Equation 3 is a quantitative
measure of this reduction in the number of possible out
comes. This measure of information is a relative measure;
it depends upon the fractional reduction of alternatives
to total possible alternatives. Thus, reducing 64 outcomes
to 32 conveys the same information as reducing two out
comes to one. As can be seen from Equation 3, each time
the number of outcomes is reduced by half, an additional
bit of information is gained.

We now tum to the question of how information the
ory is pertinent to the quantification of sequential struc
ture in interevent times. Two points are relevant: (1) the
connection between Shannon's communication system and
a dynamic system, and (2) how predictability is an indi
cation of organization. Details of the connection of Shan
non's communications model to dynamical systems are
provided in a monograph by Shaw (1984). In the adapta
tion of information theory presented below, we are gener
ally following Shaw's line of reasoning.

The basic elements of Shaw's adaptation are shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 1. A system is considered at
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Next, consider the system at time t+l:..t after one itera
tion of the map Ptx' Ix}. How much information will be
present if the system is in state xi? The answer to this
question is the basis of Shaw's stored information mea
sure. The expression for stored information for just the
transition xi-+xi is

P(xilxi}
[(xilxi) = -log2 . (7)

P(xi}

In Equation 7, the probability for the system dynamics
to generate state xi from state Xi is given relative to the
minimum information distribution probability for state x;
occurring. This is as it should be; the stored information
goes to zero when the system dynamics result in xi with
the same probability as the minimum information distri
bution. Upon some thought, one can recognize this con
dition as a stochastic map, implying that no sequential
structure in the interevent times exists.

Equation 7 gives the stored information for a single ini
tial and final state. Shaw (1984) then went on to develop

ism's most recent reinforcement, then one's best bet would
be based on the IRT distribution for that organism on the
schedule currently in effect. This raises an important dif
ference between the dynamic system studied by Shaw and
the older communications problem. Shaw was interested
in systems where the minimum information distribution
does not change with time. In other words, P(x} has ex
actly the same form as P(x'}. Such systems are termed
autonomous. Such an analysis is appropriate for steady
state operant behavior, since the IRT distribution will be
independent of the time range used to measure it. 2 The
algebraic condition that an autonomous system's dynamics
P(x' Ix} satisfy when applied to the minimum informa
tion distribution P(x} as

(4)

(5)

(6)[(Xi) = -log2P(xi}.

P(x'} = EP(x'lx}P(x}
x

is

Equations 4 and 5 merely state that on each iteration of
the map P(x' [x), the minimum information distribution
gets mapped back to itself. With the definition of the min
imum information distribution and its properties, we now
have the necessary setting in which to connect a dynamic
system's predictability to the stored information measure.

The basic idea of predictability is that if the system is
put into a specific state at one point in time, then one will
be able to predict with reasonable certainty the system's
state at some later time. For a very predictable system,
the certainty is long lasting. With a very noisy system,
on the other hand, the certainty about the system's state
lasts only briefly. Shaw's definition of the stored infor
mation quantifies these notations of predictability. Con
sider a system at time t that is definitely in state Xi of a
chosen partition. The amount of information present with
the system in state Xi is given by Equation I as

Phase Space and the Minimum
Information Distribution

When working with a communications system, the al
phabets for the transmitter and receiver are immediately
available. For example, both the number of symbols and
the symbols' relative probabilities in the alphabets of a
communications problem will be specified at the outset.
However, for a dynamical system, the symbol sets come
from partitioning the system's phase space probability dis
tributions and then assigning a symbol to each element.
The phase space of a system is the domain of possible
system configurations. In the case of operant behavior,
one could use the range of IRTs as a one-dimensional
phase space. For a simple rigid pendulum, one would use
the pendulum's angle with the vertical and its angular ve
locity as the basis for a two-dimensional phase space.
Shaw (l984) provides an extended discussion of how the
selection of a partition affects the results. The basic sig
nificance of the partition in the dynamic system follows
from the dependence of the number of symbols and prob
abilities for these symbols upon the partition. If the sys
tem's phase space distribution is uniform and the mesh
size for the partition is halved, one obtains twice as many
symbols, each with half the probability of the symbols
of the original partition.' If the system's phase space dis
tribution is nonuniform, then changes in the partition be
come more involved, with the relative probabilities of the
symbols varying.

By choosing a partition of the system's phase space,
one has defined P(x}, which Shaw referred to as the min
imum information distribution. The name is appropriate
because P(x} is the probability of finding the system in
partition element x if no other information about the sys
tem's current or previous state is provided. In the oper
ant case, if asked to predict the duration of the next IRT
without information about time elapsed since the organ-

two successive points in time. The system's location in
its phase space at the first point in time is denoted by x
and at the second point in time by x'. The system dynamics
are described by the mapping Pix' [x), The evolution in
timeof the system within its phase space can then be traced
out by repeated, or iterated, applications of P(x' Ix}. In
a simple physical system, say, a pendulum, the expres
sion for Pix' Ix} would follow from Newton's laws. The
formal connection to the communication problem is com
pleted by dividing the system's phase space up into a finite
set of regions and assigning each region a distinct sym
bol. A system's time evolution can then be described in
terms of how one symbol follows from another. At any
given point in time, t, a system's present state is sent for
ward through time to the system's next state at t + I:..t via
the system dynamics.

Although the elements of a dynamic system have now
been placed in the language of a communications system,
we still have to explain the relationship of the system's
predictability and the stored information. This explana
tion concerns the phase space probability distributions P(x)
and P(x'}.
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a definition for the stored information of the system dy
namics which averages over all possible initial and final
states using the expression from Equation 7 weighted by
the probability of occurrence. The definition for the aver
age information stored by the system dynamics is

- P(X~IXi)
l(x'lx) = EP(xi)p(x;l xi)log2 J . (8)

i,j P(x;)

One can also use Equation 8 for later iterations of the
map. This would entail replacing the transition matrix
P(x; IXi) with a new transition matrix appropriate to the
iteration number in question. If the system dynamics con
tain a noise element of either random or deterministic .
character, one would expect that for a large enough iter
ation number the stored information would go to zero.
In Equation 8, the loss of predictability over time for noisy
systems will be mirrored by the transition matrix's form
approaching the minimum information distribution with
increasing iteration number.

At this point, it would be useful to consider a concrete
example. Since our interest is in the use of Equation 8
with interresponse times, we will illustrate the different
elements of Shaw's definition with reference to inter
response distributions.

The Stored Information of Interresponse Times
For the study of the sequential structure in a set ofIRTs,

the basic question is whether a causal relationship between
one IRT and the next IRT exists. One can generalize
somewhat and consider the entire IRT distribution, which
sets the problem in a form amenable to Shaw's analysis.
The system dynamics relevant to the IRTs are the map
from one IRT distribution to the succeeding IRT distri
bution. As noted, repeated iterations of a dynamic sys-

tern mapping allow for prediction of the system variables
through time. In the present case, this provides for an anal
ysis of IRTs at various lags.

The steps required when applying Equation 8 to the se
quential structure of the IRTs can be presented graphically.
Additionally, it is also a situation where the interconnec
tions between the system dynamics Ptx' [r), predictabil
ity, and the stored information are particularly clear. The
following figures, adapted from Shaw's (1984) paper, il
lustrate these points. Figure 2 shows a typical IRT dis
tribution. This distribution can be thought of as either the
minimum information distribution, or by the somewhat
formal name of the distribution of the nth IRT. The latter
name is useful when discussing the sequential relation
ships that are the focus of this paper. By considering the
marked bin in the IRT distribution, we can sketch out how
Equation 8 provides a quantitative measure of the sequen
tial structure.

If the IRTs have sequential structure, then it will be ap
parent in a set of conditional distributions of the n+1th
IRT. An individual conditional IRT distribution is created
as follows: Select a bin in the distribution of the nth IRT,
for example, ith bin as marked in Figure 2. For each IRT
in the data set, determine whether it is within the selected
bin. If so, use the next, or n+lth, IRT in accumulation
of a new conditional IRT distribution. Note that there will
be a conditional distribution for each bin of the nth IRT
distribution. The form of these new distributions will de
pend on how much information about the next IRT is pre
dictable from the present IRT. If the present IRT is in
the marked bin of Figure 2, and it provides no information
about the next IRT (i.e., no sequential organization exists),
then the conditional distribution will have the same form
as the minimum information distribution, as is shown in
the top panel of Figure 3. If each element in the set of
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Figure 2. A typical interresponse time distribution. This distribution was generated by a rat at 80% free
feeding body weight working on a VI 17-sec schedule for food reinforcers. Interresponse times within the
marked bin of this histogram are the starting point from which the conditional interrespome time dNributions
shown in Figure 3 would be accumulated.
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conditional IRT distributions is just the minimum infonna
tion distribution, then there is no sequential structure and
the underlying process is a stochastic one-step Markov.
The stored information of such a process is zero bits.

The middle panel of Figure 3 shows the case of a mod
erate amount of stored information. Here, there is a causal
relation between the nth IRT and the n+lth. One could
conclude that there is some degree of sequential organi
zation present. In other words, given knowledge of the
value of the nth IRT, the potential values of the n+lth
IRTs have been constrained to a range more limited than
the minimum information distribution of Figure 2. In the

bottom panel of Figure 3, the stored information is high.
These highly structured sequential dependencies indicate
that IRT n+I is strongly determined by IRT n. An im
portant point to keep in mind about the bottom two panels
of Figure 3 is that the unimodal distribution centered on
the specific bin selected is not the only form that would
imply stored information. If the conditional distribution
departs from the minimum information distribution, then
sequential structure is present to some degree.

The conditional IRT distributions shown in Figure 3 are
more than just useful illustrations. These conditional dis
tributions are the elements of the transition matrix used
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Figure 3. Some possible forms for the conditional distribution of the n+ lth inter
response time. In (a), this conditional IRT distribution is of the same form as the
IRT distribution of Figure 2, implying zero stored information. In (b), the conditional
distribution departs in form from the minimum information distribution so that there
is a moderate amount of stored information. In (c), the conditional distribution is
very narrow in comparison to the minimum information distribution. Hence, this bot
tom panel would mean that considerable sequential structure exiWiin the interresponse
times. (Note the changing vertical scales of the three panels. The distributions are
becoming increasingly narrow and higher with increased stored information.)
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(9)

tion factors are found and the counts are converted to
probabilities.

O[ - ( Pij )
~p.. = P(Tn,;)log 1 + P(Tn.i)P(Tn+l.j),
u IJ P(Tn+1,j)

(14)

Uncertainty in the Stored Information
When working from experimental data sets, P(Tn.;)and

~i are the relative number of interevent times within a
set of histogram bins. As with any counting experiment,
there will be some uncertainty in the number of events
in any given bin. In absenceof an a priori reason to choose
otherwise, LSTOR2 uses I/.JN as the uncertainty in a
histogram bin with N counts. The uncertainties are nor
malized with the same normalization factors as those for
the P(Tn.;) and Pji.

The uncertainty in the stored information can be found
by propagation of the uncertainties in the bins of P(Tn.i)
and Pji through Equation 9 (Bevington, 1969). The ex
pression for the uncertainty is

(13)

(15)

USING LSTOR2

O[
i)P(Tn,i)

f (o~J
1

a~v + ~ ( OP::n.;)ra~T.,)·
The partial derivatives in Equation 13 are

and, by recalling Equation 10,

(
~i )-Pi; + EPjilogl .

J P(Tn+1,j)

in Equation 8, and Figure 3 is a graphical representation
of one row of that matrix. The complete stored informa
tion comes from doing the weighted average of Shaw's
definition for all bins of the nth IRT distribution.

Thus, stored information is a quantitative measure of
the sequential organization in IRT data, or in any other
data of a similar sequential nature. Those familiar with
chaotic dynamics (Gleick, 1987; Moon, 1987) may have
recognized a possible connection between Equation 8,
with its basis on the transition matrix P(x;lx;), and a return
map that plots the n+Ith event value versus the nth event
value. It seems possible that one could also study the se
quential structure with a Lyapunov exponent since it gives
the amount of information lost on average for each itera
tion of a map.

In writing a computer routine to implement Equation 8,
it is helpful to have a somewhat more detailed notation.
Shaw's (1984) definition of the information stored in a
map can be adapted for a list of interevent times as

LSTOR2: AN IMPLEMENTATION
OF SHAW'S DEFINITION

[ = ~P(Tn.;)~iIOgl( P
j i

).
IJ P(Tn+1,j)

In Equation 9, P(Tn.i) is the probability of the nth inter
event time, Tn, being in the ith bin in a histogram of the
interevent times. This is the minimum information dis
tribution, or the standard IRT distribution. Similarly,
P(Tn+l.j) is the probability that the n+Ith interevent time,
Tn+I. will be in the jth bin. Within LSTOR2 it is as
sumed that

In LSTOR2, P(Tn.i) and Pji are first accumulated as
counts in histograms. Next, the appropriate normaliza-

so the sum of the probabilities for the interevent time to
be in one of the histogram bin is unity. The transition
matrix is row normalized. The expression for this nor
malization condition is

Equation lOis just the statement that we are treating the
underlying process as an autonomous one. ~i is the con
ditional probability that if T« is in the ith bin, then the
next interevent time, Tn+1, will be in the jth bin of the
histogram. ~i is Shaw'sfinite-dimension transition matrix.
There is an additional feature in LSTOR2 that allows a
lag other than just n+I. The generalization of Equation 9
to other lags follows immediately upon substitution of the
new lag for n+1 throughout the expression and appropri
ate redefinition of the probabilities.

The normalization condition for P(Tn.i ) is

P(Tn.i) = P(Tn+1,i).

EP(Tn.i) = I,
;

EPji = 1.
;

(10)

(II)

(12)

At present, we have used LSTOR2 on two types of
data. First, synthetic data sets were created to test the rou
tine and to provide a better understanding of its work
ings. Second, we have begun using LSTOR2 on data
from real experiments to examine any sequential struc
ture in IRTs.

LSTOR2 Calculations on Synthetic Data Sets
As test cases for LSTOR2, we created several syn

thetic data sets possessing known sequential structures.
In addition to verifying the implementation of Equation 9.
the synthetic data sets allow one to explore the perfor
mance of the routine.

The first test case for LSTOR2 was a data set con
structed so as to have no sequential structure. A sequence
of5.000 positive interevent times with a mean of 1.0 and
a of 0.05 was generated by a pseudo-Gaussian routine.
This routine yielded a data set that possessed no sequen
tial organization. Using LSTOR2 with 20 bins in the
range 0.9 to Ll , the stored information in this data set
was 0.0068±0.OO71 bits. Thus. LSTOR2 correctly
returns zero stored information for the data set where it
is known that no sequential organization is present. It is
worth noting that LSTOR2 is a fast routine, requiring
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only 0.06 VAX-8550 CPU seconds to complete its com
putations on this 5,OOO-item data set. This speed makes
LSTOR2 a practical tool even with exceptionally large
data sets.

Next, LSTOR2 was tested on a data set that was con
structed so as to possess a specific sequential structure.
A two-cycle process was generated by using another
pseudo-Gaussian routine to produce a short, long, short,
long, and so on, sequence. Consider, for a moment, what
is happening in a two-cycle process. The sequence is short
followed by long followed by short, and so on. Thus, in
this alternating sequence, there are only two possible out
comes, short or long. If we know, for example, that the
present interevent time is short, then the next interevent
time must be long. Therefore, knowledge of the present
interevent time in a two-cycle process reduces the possi
ble number of outcomes by half. Recall that whenever
the number of possible outcomes is reduced by half, one
bit of information is stored.

The two-cycle process used to test LSTOR2 con
tained 6,001 interevent times. The mean for the short
times was 0.95 with a of 0.025, while the long times had
a mean of 1.05 with a of 0.025. LSTOR2 was used to
calculate the stored information on this data set, again
using 20 bins in the range 0.90 to 1.1. The routine
returned a stored information of 1.014±0.020 bits, re
quiring only 0.08 VAX-8550 CPU seconds. Again, the
output of the LSTOR2 routine accurately reflected the
sequential structure known to be present in the synthetic
data sets.

Finally, a four-cycle process was generated. The four
cycle process comprised repetitions of a four-element se
quence. For present purposes, the sequence 0.9333333,
0.9666667, 1.0333333, 1.0666667 was successively
repeated to construct a data set of 5,000 interevent times.
This was done by again using a pseudo-Gaussian routine,
with the noise around each sequence element set to a 0

of 0.01667.
In this four-cycle process, there are four possible out

comes. However, knowledge of the present interevent
time allows accurate prediction of the next interevent time;
that is, if you know where you are in the sequence, you
also know what the next element will be. Thus, in the four
cycle case, knowledge of the present interevent time re
duces the possible outcomes from four to one. LSTOR2
should return the log, of this ratio of total outcomes to
reduced outcomes (in the present case, 10gA, or 2).

Again using 20 bins in the range 0.90 to 1.1, LSTOR2
was employedto compute stored information. For the above
four-eycle process, LSTOR2 returned 2.002±0.0042 bits
stored information, requiring only 0.06 VAX-8550 CPU
seconds. Thus, for the four-eycle process, as well as for
a two-cycle process and a random process, LSTOR2 ac
curately reflected the sequential structure known to be
present in each data set.

Notes on Using LSTOR2
Before presenting uses of LSTOR2 with real data,

several aspects of using this routine need discussion. First,
the size of the data set and the number of bins used in
LSTOR2's computations are important and are intri
cately tied to one another. LSTOR2 requires large data
sets. The reliance of this routine on large data sets is a
function of the way in which it bins the individual data
points. Consider a uniform distribution of 4,000 interevent
times. If 20 bins are used, then the LSTOR2 routine
forms a 20 x 20 transition matrix in its computations.
Thus, in the worst case of a uniform distribution, dispers
ing the 4,000 interevent times across the 400 cells of the
transition matrix leaves only 10 data points in each cell.
The relative uncertainty in each cell would be 1/...JTO.
Thus, there would be about 30% error in estimating each
transition matrix element.

Clearly, a greater number of data points will afford
greater accuracy in computing stored information. A
greater number of data points will also allow the user to
employ more bins. Beyond a certain point, however, in
creasing the number of bins results in large increases in
the error associated with computing the transition proba
bilities. This has the effect of spuriously inflating the es
timate of the stored information. Figure 4 shows the im
pact of increasing the number of bins on the stored
information estimate returned by LSTOR2.

The circles in Figure 4 represent the output of LSTOR2
based on a two-cycle process containing 5,000 data points.
The diamonds represent the output of LSTOR2 based on
the same two-cycle process with 10,000 data points. At
20 bin partitions, LSTOR2 returns virtually the same es
timate for both data sets. With finer mesh partitions, the
estimate returned by LSTOR2 begins to rise. In that the
5,OOO-point data set (circles) has fewer data points, error
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Figure 4. A plot of the stored information in a two-cycle process
as a function of number of bins. The upper set of points, shown
with the 0 symbols, is based on 5,000 points. The lower curve,
shown with the <> symbols, is the same two-cycle process extended
to include 10,000 points.
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This is the method commonly used in communications ap
plications to resolve the partition effect, and it could be
implemented in a later version of LSTOR2.

In LSTOR2, the number of bins used in the routine's
computations is adjustable and must be supplied by the
user. A general rule of thumb in using LSTOR2 is to
choose a bin number such that

in computing the transition probabilities grows more
quickly and the artifactual inflation of the LSTOR2 esti
mate is greater and more rapid.

Shaw (1984) discusses this partition-induced noise con
tribution in more detail. Another way to deal with this
problem would be to normalize by the average self
information of the distribution of interevent times, or

E P(TII.i)log2 P(T",i).
i

LSTOR2 Calculations on Real Data
In addition to the above synthetic data sets, LSTOR2

has been used to compute the stored information of IRT
data. To date, only a few real data sets have been studied.
These include data from rats and pigeons exposed to
variable-interval (VI) schedules and variable-ratio (VR)
schedules of reinforcement.

In an unpublished experiment by McDowell and Pevey
(1992), rats pressed a bar for food reinforcement under
a variety of environmental contingencies. LSTOR2 was
used to compute the stored information in the IRT data
from 1 rat exposed to a series of VR schedules and a se
ries of VI schedules. Figure 5 displays the results of the
LSTOR2 routine for each schedule type as a function of
IRT lag. The top frame shows the stored information in
5,113 IRTs emitted on a VR 100 schedule; the bottom
frame shows the stored information in 5,985 IRTs emitted

10
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Figure 5. Plots of the stored infonnation from the interresponse
times of a rat. These plots were made using 20 bim. The VR data
set contains 5,113 points and the VI data set contains 5,985 points.
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on a VI lOO-sec schedule. In both cases, the stored in
formation was calculated using 20 bins in the range of
o to 5 sec.

The first point to notice is that there is very little stored
information in this IRT data for either schedule type. What
little stored information there is does not extend beyond
one or two lags. Consequently, one could conclude that
there is very little sequential organization in these data.

Figure 6 displays the stored information in the IRT data
of pigeons pecking a key for food reinforcement. These
data sets, provided by Palya (in press), are ideally suited
for the LSTOR2 routine. Each frame of Figure 6 is
based on 100,000 data points, employing 30 bins in the
range of 0 to 5 sec. These data show resulting stored in
formation curves similar to those in Figure 5. The top
two frames of Figure 6 show stored information in the
IRT data from 2 birds exposed to a VI 6O-sec schedule.
The next two frames display the stored information from
2 birds working under a VR 150 schedule. The final frame
of Figure 6 displays the stored information in the data
from a bird exposed to a differential-reinforcement-of
high-rates schedule. In each case, the stored information
is very small and drops off rapidly beyond one or two lags.

The results displayed in Figures 5 and 6 are by no means
a comprehensive examination of the sequential structure
in IRT data. They are presented here only for purposes
of demonstrating the uses of the LSTOR2 routine. On
the basis of these few test cases, however, a provisional
conclusion can be drawn. There seems to be very little

(16)
N

-2- > 10,
nbin

where N is the number of data points and nbin is the num
ber of bins. To ensure that the number of bins chosen will
yield accurate estimates of stored information, the user
could reproduce a plot similar to Figure 4. As can be seen,
the curves in Figure 4 have a horizontal asymptote at low
bin numbers. Any bin number selection that falls in this
asymptotic area will provide accurate estimates of stored
information. The above rule of thumb, Equation 16, al
ways falls in this region.

Another adjustable feature of LSTOR2 is the lag used
in its computations. As noted above, repeated mappings
of the transition matrix is the means by which LSTOR2
calculates stored information at various lags. It should be
clear that as the lag is increased, stored information al
ways decreases and approaches zero asymptotically for
all systems, regardless of the amount of stored informa
tion at lag one (see Shaw, 1984). By examining the sys
tem at various lags, additional information about sequen
tial structure can be obtained. For example, a highly
structured system is predictable across multiple lags, and
the decline in stored information across lags is slow.
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LSTOR2 determines the degree of predictability and,
consequently, the degree of sequential structure in the
stream of interevent times. The greatest benefit of
LSTOR2 is that it is a very rapid way to quantify the
sequential organization in large sets of data at various lags.
Greater stored information in a system implies greater se
quential organization. LSTOR2 is a general-purpose
routine, and it can be used with almost any interevent time
data. One slight drawback of the routine, however, is its
reliance on large data sets.
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NOTES

I. This is unlikely to happen in a communications problem. With En
glish letters, one cannot change the partition to obtain 52 letters with
a new symbol halfway from a to b, another new symbol halfway from
b to c, and so forth.

2. Ignoring, of course, the noise inherent in the measurement of the
interresponse distribution over a finite span of time.

LISTING

Figure 6. Plots of the stored infonnation from the interresponse
times of several pigeons. Each of the five plots is based on 30 bins
and 100,000 data points. In cases where the uncertainty in a point
is smaller than the plotted symbol, the error bracket is not shown.

sequential structure in IRTs, at least as indexed by
LSTOR2 in the few schedule types that have been dis
played here. Ifa more intensive examination confmns this
lack of sequential organization in IRTs, an immediate
ramification would be a new set of constraints concern
ing IRT in models of operant behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an implementationof Shaw's (1984)
stored information as a tool for the quantification of se
quential structure in interevent time data. This approach
provides a new measure in the study of sequential organi
zation. Using Shaw's adaptation of information theory,
LSTOR2 examines sequential interevent times and com
putes the mutual information in the system. In other words,

c Lstor....Information STORed. version 2. This routine take a list of
c inter-eventtimes and computes the information stored between pairs
c of these times. It uses the definition of information stored by a map
c that is given on page 40 of R. Shaw's The Dripping Faucet as a Model
c Chaotic System. The domain for the minimum information distribution
c and transition matrix and the number of bins are set in the call.
c
c One modification for version 2 is the addition of an uncertainty
c estimation computation. This estimate assumes that for an individual
c bin in the histogram the uncertainty for the n counts in that bin
c is given by sqrt(n). The other addition is that the routine has an
c adjustable lag.
c
c The number of bins in the transition matrix and minimum information
c distribution is limited to maximum of 50. The dimensions of these
c arrays are set in line 57 should larger arrays be needed. The pause
c statement at line 75 also must be modified
c
c This routine was written expressly for the use of JJ McDowell's
c group at Emory and Bill Palya's group at JSU. Nobody else can use it
c unless they really want to and ask real nice.
c
c author: A. Kessel
c Department of Psychology
c Emory University
c Adanta, Georgia 30322
c
c Email: psyrk@emrycc
c (4/10191)
c
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Listing (Continued) Listing (Continued)

c
Implicit none

In!o=,nfo+m,n_,nto(')·trans(i,j)·
&log(trans(i,j)/min_,ntoO)

endi!
enddo

enddo
Info=lnlo·I442695041

retum
end

c

endil
enddo

c
c Normalize the arrays Note traps tor a row sum ot zero and pause
c for the histogram arrays completely miSSing the data Note that the
c row sums and the total number 01 pomts are assumed to have no
c uncertainty

do 1=I,nbm
row_sum=O
do 1=I,nbln

row_sum=row_sum+trans(I,j)
enddo
If (row_sum gl. 0) then

do J=I,nbln
trans(I,j)=trans(I,J}lrow_sum
slgtrans(I,j) =sigtrans(1.j}/row_sum

enddo
endlf
If (niet-laq-nlo-nhi eq 0) pause 'The low and high limits used

& In routine I_stor completely miss the data set Do not collect
& $200 and try again'

mln_lnto(.)=mln_,nfo(I)/(n1et-lag-nlo-nhl)
slgmin_Info(I)=sigmin_,nto(I)/(niet-lag-nlo-nhl)

enddo
c
c Compute the stored Information uSing the expression on page 40 The
c tactor of 1442695041 convert the answer to units 01 bits

info=O
do l=l,nbin

do 1=I,nbin
" (trans(i,j) gl. 0) .and (min_,nto(,) .gl. 0) and

&(mln_infoO) gl. 0)) then

c
c Compute the uncertainly arrays usmq a sqn(n) expression

do 1=I,nbln
do 1=I,nbln

sigtrans(I,j)=sqrt(tranS(I,I)
enddo
s,gm,n_,nfo(,)=sqn(min_info('))

enddo

c
c Compute the uncertainly In stored Infonmation USing the express-on
c from April 10, 1991 (notebook 5)

siglnfo=O
do 1=I,nbin

do j=I,nbln
If «(trans(I,j) gl. 0) .and. (mln_,nlo(l) .gl. 0) and

&(mln_,nto(j) .gl. 0)) then
siginfo=s,g,nfo+((m,n_,nfo(,)·'og(trans(i,j)/m,n_,nfo(j)))+

&(min_info(i)"min_,nfo(j»))"·2·sigtrans(i,j)··2
endif

enddo
pansig=-trans(I,I)
do J=I,nbin

if «tranS(I,j) .gl. 0) and. (m.n_,nfo(j) .gl. 0)) then
partsig=par1slg+(trans(I,j)·'og(trans(I,J)/minjnfo(j»)

endif
enddo
siginto=slglnfo+par1sig··2·slgmln_,nfo(i)··2

enddo
siglnfo=sqrt(siginfo)
siginfo=siginfo·1442695041

»>Index of arguementvariables«<
Number of InterEvent Times
Ith element ot InterEvent Time array
Lo.v LiMit on the distribution histogram
High LiMit on the distribution histogram
INFOrmation stored, the point of this whole exersize
SIGma INFO, uncertainty in the infonmation stored
Number ot BINs in the distribution histogram
LAG
Number of points in the iet array below lolim
Number of points In the iet array above hilim

»>Index of local variables<<<
TRANSition matrix element I)
MINimun INFOnmation distribution element I
SIGma TRANS, uncertainty In trans element I,J
SIGma MIN_INFO, uncertainty in min_info element I
RANGE of histograms
RESCALE the iet value to the histogram range
ROW SUM for transition matrix before normalization
PART of SIGma, accumlator used with sigmln_,nfo
a loop index
a loop index
the other loop index

niet
let(i)
lolim
hilim
Into
siginfo
nbin
lag
nlo
nhi

transti.j)
minjnfo(i)
sigtrans(i,Jl
sigmin_,nfo(i)
range
rescale
row_sum
par1s.g
i

c
c Fill the trans and min_info arrays.

range=hihm-Iolim
rescale=nbinlrange
do k=I,(niet-lag)

if (iet(k) .II. lohm) then
nlo=nlo+l

else If ((iet(k) .ge lolim) .and. (iet(k) .Ie h.hm)) then
i=int(rescale·(iet(k)-Iolim))+1
if ((iet(k+lag) .ge. lolim) .and. (iet(k+lag) Ie. hilim))

&then
i=lnt(rescale·(iet(k+lag)-Iolim)+ 1
trans(i,Jl=trans(i,D+ 1

endif
minjnfo(i)=min_,nfo(i)+1

else
nhi=nhi+l

if (nbin .gl. 50) pause 'Insufficant space in trans and min_,nfo
& arrays in routine I_stor.'

c
c Initialize the four arrays because it seems like a fun thing to do.
c Also iniualize the two out of limit counters

nlo=O
nhi=O
do 1=I,nbin

do i=I,nbin
trans(i ,j}=O
sigtrans(i,j)=O

enddo
min_info(i)=O
sigmin_info(i)=O

enddo

c
c arguments of the routine

Integer niet
real iet(niet)
real lolim,hilim ,into,s.ginfo
integer nbin.lag.nlO,nhl

subroutine ,_stor2(nlet,let,lolim,hllim,nbln,lag.lnto,s.ginto,
snic.nt»)

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c I
c k
c
c Check that there is enough space in the histogram arrays

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c local variables

real trans(50,50),min_info(5O),sigtrans(50,50),slgmin_into(5O)
real range,rescale.row_sum,par1sig
integer 1,I,k


